BI 199 Marine Habitats of the Oregon Coast

April 6 and 7, 2019

Spend a weekend at the Oregon Institute of Marine Biology in Charleston and experience hands-on marine biology.

You will:
- Observe live animals in the field and lab
- Collect plankton and look for marine mammals from the OIMB boat
- Explore the rocky intertidal and estuary
- Tour the new Charleston Marine Life Center
- Learn about OIMB courses and research
- Have a beach bonfire on Saturday evening

For OIMB info: http://oimb.uoregon.edu/

DETAILS

Class meets Saturday and Sunday at OIMB. A bus leaves from the parking lot behind the UO Science Library at 8am Saturday to transport students and returns by 5pm on Sunday. Housing and meals are provided.

Field Trip Fee: $80. 1 Credit P/NP

The class is designed for marine biology, biology, or environmental science freshman or sophomores, or others thinking of spending a term at OIMB.